Top ten things you can do in Adelaide, in no particular order:

1. Stroll along Adelaide's Riverbank or join the Segway Sensation Team and experience all the iconic sights in your ride, including the Adelaide Oval, Convention Centre, the Riverbank Bridge and the Adelaide Zoo.
   Book a Tour of Adelaide Oval or maybe buckle up for a ROOF CLIMB experience. The ROOF CLIMB is a 2 hour adventure across Adelaide Oval’s unique roofline. The views of Adelaide City and surrounds are sensational!

2. Take a trip to the Zoo on Popeye, the Torrens Riverboat, and see the only Giant Pandas in the Southern Hemisphere, or hire a paddle boat and just enjoy the scenery, ending up at the River Cafe for lunch.

3. Step out or take a free tram ride along North Terrace and visit the Art Gallery and the SA Museum. Afterwards visit the Botanic Gardens, ending up at the National Wine Centre for a wine tasting experience.

4. Get a group together and experience the Handlebar Pedal Bar bike ride through the city, peddling your way while drinking and chatting. Feeling hungry afterwards? – visit Jamie’s Italian Restaurant or the 2KW Bar and Restaurant with high roof top city views and treat yourself to a cocktail.

5. Visit TANDANYA, the National Aboriginal Cultural Centre, then shop at the Iconic Adelaide Arcade in Rundle Mall as well as strolling or shopping the length of Rundle Mall.
   Afterwards, take a 15 min walk to the Central Market where you can find fresh produce and stop for food at a well known Italian cafe called Lucia’s and enjoy a typical Italian meal and great coffee.

6. Book a tour of Haighs Chocolates, Greenhill Road Factory. Sample chocolates and see how they're made, and buy some to take home with you.
   Afterwards, visit the Sky City Casino near the Adelaide Railway Station, and if you have a big win, you may like to wine and dine nearby at Sean’s Kitchen.

7. Take a tram ride to Glenelg and do the Segway Sensation along the foreshore at Moseley Square with free time to ride on the sand.
   Afterwards, visit Swedish Tarts (opposite Coles Car park) and taste delicious home made tarts, pies and crumpets. If you are looking to indulge, visit Lucia’s and enjoy a typical Italian meal and great coffee.

8. Visit the Mega Adventure Sky Challenge at West Beach Aerial Park, or the Harbour Town Outlet Mall nearby.

9. Take a train to Port Adelaide and see the Aviation, Maritime, Migration or Railway Museum in Lipson Street.
   Afterwards, take a Dolphin Cruise along the Port River, finishing your afternoon with some shopping at the Fisherman’s Wharf or at the People’s Market at Hart’s Mill.

10. Go to the Mount Lofty Summit and see the ever changing panoramic views of Adelaide from Adelaide’s highest peak, and while you are there, visit Mount Lofty House or Cleland Wildlife Park.

Places to visit if you have a car or want to book a tour – all are approximately one hour from the City:

1. MCLAREN VALE is known for its vineyards and wine making. It has more than 80 Cellar Doors all within a short driving distance of each other. Try tastings at CORIOLE, FOX CREEK, WIRRA WIRRA, CHAPEL HILL, d’ARENBERG and see the spectacular d’ARENBERG CUBE!
   Visit the Almond Train at McLaren Vale and maybe have a coffee and a meal at Oscars or at The Red Gum Chinese Restaurant in the main street. There is a good tourist centre also in the main street where you can browse artisan quality crafts and giftware. A visit to the James Hardy Homestead is worth a look and they often have art displays in the buildings alongside.

2. HAHNDORF is the oldest surviving German settlement in the southern hemisphere, with cafes, restaurants and bars down the quaint main street. You can taste cheeses from ‘Udder Delights’, German sausage tasting, wine tasting, and jam tasting at the Beerenberg Farm Shop as well as Buzz Honey. See the Wolf Blass Gallery and tour Hans Heysen’s Studio, finishing the day with German sausage and beer at the German Arms hotel.

3. GOOLWA has a Whale Centre, the Cockle Train as well as boat trips to take you along the Coorong, where they made the movie, Storm Boy. There are lots of pelicans and sea birds to be seen. The bridge crosses Lake Alexandrina and leads to Hindmarsh Island. There are bakeries and plenty of other eating places as well as smaller shops in the main street of Goolwa. They also run the old paddle boats from the wharf as well as the tourist boats.

4. VICTOR HARBOR Ride on a horse drawn tram across the causeway to Granite Island. Swim with the Southern Blue Fin Tuna and experience a diverse range of marine life in the In-Sea Aquarium. There’s an underwater viewing tunnel and a feeding platform as well as a guided nature and Penguin Tour after dark. The Whale Centre is worth a visit, too. See the information office in the main street near the horse drawn tram terminus for further information.

5. THE BAROSSA VALLEY There are many wineries including Seppeltsfield where you can segway through the vineyards or take a wine tour. Chateau Yaldara at Tanunda is also a popular place to visit as well as Penfolds Cellar Door, not forgetting Maggie Beer’s Farm and Shop at Nuriootpa, or Saskia Beer’s restaurant.

6. MONARTO ZOO This is one of the world’s largest open range zoos. Meet many of Africa’s most majestic animals like the African Lions, White Rhinos, Giraffe, Chimpanzees and Cheetah. Allow 4 hours for this visit and one hour’s journey from Adelaide. Take the Walk of the Brave and experience the only 360 degree Lion experience. Walk through a tunnel and and emerge, almost, but not quite, within clawing distance of the lions.

7. WILDLIFE PARKS Clead, near Mount Lofty, The Gorge at Cedee Creek, Warrawong at Mylor, Urimbirra (a smaller but friendly park) on the Adelaide Road, Victor Harbor.

Shopping:
Not far from the Venue, Marion Leisure & Fitness Centre (YMCA) the nearest place to shop is at Westfield Marion Shoppingtown, at the corner of Diagonal Rd and Sturt Rd. In the City is Rundle Mall, and at West Beach is Harbour Town Outlet Mall.

Most of these places are listed in bus tours. We have a selection of tour brochures available for you to browse through.